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c1 a planned group of especially political business or military activities that are intended to
achieve a particular aim the protests were part of their campaign against the proposed building
development in the area the government have just launched begun their annual campaign to
stop drunken driving 1 a connected series of military operations forming a distinct phase of a
war the bombing campaign 2 a connected series of operations designed to bring about a
particular result election campaign an advertising campaign campaign 2 of 2 verb campaigned
campaigning campaigns intransitive verb marketing campaigns are organized strategy efforts to
promote a specific company goal that can include raising awareness of a new product or
capturing customer feedback they typically involve a combination of media including email print
advertising television or radio advertising pay per click and social media frequently asked
questions what is a marketing campaign a marketing campaign is a series of actions or activities
that a brand takes to influence customers to take some action some examples include following
the brand learning about a new product making a purchase the noun campaign describes any
group of actions that are done with an ultimate purpose in mind the goal of a political campaign
is to put a candidate in office the goal of a military campaign might be to take over a city as in
general sherman s civil war campaign to capture atlanta a marketing campaign is the
implementation of your strategy to help you reach your business goals businesses of all sizes
depend on marketing to get more customers and increase sales a marketing campaign is a
strategic sequence of steps and activities that promote your company s product or service with
a specific goal in mind campaign efforts may involve a range of media such as radio television in
person events and digital media you should select and vet the marketing approach that will
work best for your campaign noun a series of coordinated activities such as public speaking and
demonstrating designed to achieve a social political or commercial goal a presidential campaign
an advertising campaign military a number of complementary operations aimed at achieving a
single objective usually constrained by time or geographic area verb a series of planned
activities that are intended to achieve a particular social commercial or political aim an anti
smoking campaign an advertising a marketing campaign an election campaign the recent
presidential campaign campaign for something the campaign for parliamentary reform a
campaign is a planned set of activities that people carry out over a period of time in order to
achieve something such as social or political change during his election campaign he promised
to put the economy back on its feet the campaign against public smoking against also to inf 2
verb 1 define your campaign goal first clarify the main objective for the campaign what s the
primary purpose think about what you need to achieve and why here are a few examples to
guide your thought process rebranding your company went through some changes and just
rebranded marketing campaigns are strategic plans that aim to elevate a brand s message
evoke emotions and guide people toward specific actions they act like targeted roadmaps for
brands giving them identity and shaping their personality campaign strategy is a systematic and
purposeful plan of action designed to achieve specific objectives within a defined timeframe it is
a roadmap that outlines the key steps and tactics necessary to reach your desired campaign
goals it enables efficient resource management and aids in decision making throughout the
campaign s lifecycle campaign planning is the process of identifying and organizing all the
resources that go into promoting your business campaign planning is a part of your overall
marketing strategy a strong marketing campaign plan outlines exactly what is needed to
ultimately help you grow your business marketing campaign template definition 8 types of
marketing campaigns with inspiring examples by mateusz makosiewicz reviewed by michal
pecánek updated may 11 2023 15 min read a marketing campaign is a series of organized
strategized efforts used to achieve a marketing goal it s one of the most often employed
marketing practices intransitive transitive verb forms to take part in or lead a campaign for
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example to achieve social or political change or in order to win an election the party
campaigned vigorously in the north of the country campaign for somebody something she has
campaigned tirelessly for their release how to plan a campaign in 9 steps step 1 gain executive
approval step 2 choose a campaign leader step 3 form a planning team step 4 identify and
assign tasks 1st meeting step 5 conduct research for planning step 6 set your goal and strategy
2nd meeting step 7 develop your objectives and tactics step 8 a marketing campaign is a
promotional push or initiative carried out by a brand typically tied to a big picture business goal
campaigns involve promoting content and creatives think ads videos photos blog posts
copywriting across various marketing channels think social media email noun verb how to use
campaign in a sentence campaign 1 of 2 noun definition of campaign synonyms for campaign
the group launched a campaign to protect the area from commercial development the university
is organizing a campaign to attract a more diverse student population no these moments are the
essence of trump and his campaign
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campaign english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 26 2024 c1 a planned group of
especially political business or military activities that are intended to achieve a particular aim
the protests were part of their campaign against the proposed building development in the area
the government have just launched begun their annual campaign to stop drunken driving
campaign definition meaning merriam webster Mar 25 2024 1 a connected series of military
operations forming a distinct phase of a war the bombing campaign 2 a connected series of
operations designed to bring about a particular result election campaign an advertising
campaign campaign 2 of 2 verb campaigned campaigning campaigns intransitive verb
the ultimate guide to marketing campaigns hubspot blog Feb 24 2024 marketing
campaigns are organized strategy efforts to promote a specific company goal that can include
raising awareness of a new product or capturing customer feedback they typically involve a
combination of media including email print advertising television or radio advertising pay per
click and social media
how to plan a successful marketing campaign Jan 23 2024 frequently asked questions
what is a marketing campaign a marketing campaign is a series of actions or activities that a
brand takes to influence customers to take some action some examples include following the
brand learning about a new product making a purchase
campaign definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 22 2023 the noun campaign
describes any group of actions that are done with an ultimate purpose in mind the goal of a
political campaign is to put a candidate in office the goal of a military campaign might be to take
over a city as in general sherman s civil war campaign to capture atlanta
how to create a successful marketing campaign mailchimp Nov 21 2023 a marketing campaign
is the implementation of your strategy to help you reach your business goals businesses of all
sizes depend on marketing to get more customers and increase sales
a comprehensive guide to marketing campaigns Oct 20 2023 a marketing campaign is a
strategic sequence of steps and activities that promote your company s product or service with
a specific goal in mind campaign efforts may involve a range of media such as radio television in
person events and digital media you should select and vet the marketing approach that will
work best for your campaign
campaign definition meaning dictionary com Sep 19 2023 noun a series of coordinated activities
such as public speaking and demonstrating designed to achieve a social political or commercial
goal a presidential campaign an advertising campaign military a number of complementary
operations aimed at achieving a single objective usually constrained by time or geographic area
verb
campaign noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 18 2023 a series of
planned activities that are intended to achieve a particular social commercial or political aim an
anti smoking campaign an advertising a marketing campaign an election campaign the recent
presidential campaign campaign for something the campaign for parliamentary reform
campaign definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jul 17 2023 a campaign is a
planned set of activities that people carry out over a period of time in order to achieve
something such as social or political change during his election campaign he promised to put the
economy back on its feet the campaign against public smoking against also to inf 2 verb
how to create a marketing campaign 12 steps actionable tips Jun 16 2023 1 define your
campaign goal first clarify the main objective for the campaign what s the primary purpose think
about what you need to achieve and why here are a few examples to guide your thought
process rebranding your company went through some changes and just rebranded
the definitive guide for executing a successful marketing May 15 2023 marketing campaigns are
strategic plans that aim to elevate a brand s message evoke emotions and guide people toward
specific actions they act like targeted roadmaps for brands giving them identity and shaping
their personality
developing a campaign strategy from scratch 15 steps guide Apr 14 2023 campaign strategy is
a systematic and purposeful plan of action designed to achieve specific objectives within a
defined timeframe it is a roadmap that outlines the key steps and tactics necessary to reach
your desired campaign goals it enables efficient resource management and aids in decision
making throughout the campaign s lifecycle
campaign planning how to do it right templates tips Mar 13 2023 campaign planning is
the process of identifying and organizing all the resources that go into promoting your business
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campaign planning is a part of your overall marketing strategy a strong marketing campaign
plan outlines exactly what is needed to ultimately help you grow your business marketing
campaign template definition
8 types of marketing campaigns with inspiring examples ahrefs Feb 12 2023 8 types of
marketing campaigns with inspiring examples by mateusz makosiewicz reviewed by michal
pecánek updated may 11 2023 15 min read a marketing campaign is a series of organized
strategized efforts used to achieve a marketing goal it s one of the most often employed
marketing practices
campaign verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jan 11 2023 intransitive transitive
verb forms to take part in or lead a campaign for example to achieve social or political change or
in order to win an election the party campaigned vigorously in the north of the country
campaign for somebody something she has campaigned tirelessly for their release
how to plan a campaign a step by step guide silent reef Dec 10 2022 how to plan a
campaign in 9 steps step 1 gain executive approval step 2 choose a campaign leader step 3
form a planning team step 4 identify and assign tasks 1st meeting step 5 conduct research for
planning step 6 set your goal and strategy 2nd meeting step 7 develop your objectives and
tactics step 8
8 engaging marketing campaign ideas to try today sprout social Nov 09 2022 a marketing
campaign is a promotional push or initiative carried out by a brand typically tied to a big picture
business goal campaigns involve promoting content and creatives think ads videos photos blog
posts copywriting across various marketing channels think social media email
examples of campaign in a sentence merriam webster Oct 08 2022 noun verb how to use
campaign in a sentence campaign 1 of 2 noun definition of campaign synonyms for campaign
the group launched a campaign to protect the area from commercial development the university
is organizing a campaign to attract a more diverse student population no these moments are the
essence of trump and his campaign
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